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and settled on the fertile plains, adding yet another incentive to
strife and dissension. Although China possessed no official title
to the island she usurped the monopoly of trade and it was with
the permission of the Fokien authorities that the Dutch were
permitted in 1623 to open a trading factory in the vicinity of
Anping. At this time the Portuguese were already in possession
of Macao and the Spaniards installed in the Philippine Islands.
Organised in Batavia the Dutch expedition on its arrival at
Anping found many Chinese merchants and not a few Japanese
residing and trading in the town. Once installed the Dutch
attitude became overbearing and the newly arrived authorities
adopted a policy of high-handed interference with old-established
rights. The pretences under which they had obtained permission
to land—a participation in the local commerce—were soon
abandoned and it became clear that the object they had in view
was no more nor less than permanent occupation. They intro-
duced missions and schools and set to work to convert and educate
the aborigines whose goodwill every effort was made to obtain
in order to enlist them as allies against all other intruders and
against their trade rivals. Open opposition was offered by the
Japanese settlers, but so firmly had the Dutch implanted them-
selves that it was not long before their rivals were forced to give
way and to quit the field. But word of the Dutch success and
reports of the wealth of the island had reached the Philippine
Islands and in 1626 a Spanish expedition appeared in North
Formosa. The Spaniards seized Tarnsui and the bay of Keelung.
In 1640 local war was proclaimed between the two rivals but led
to no definite results and it was not until later, when the Spanish
forces were recalled on account of disturbances in the Philippines,
that the Dutch obtained the upper hand. Left alone in undis-
puted possession they took in hand the administration of the
island and succeeded in gaining the goodwill and the assistance
of the aboriginal tribes. But the period of peace was destined
to be of short duration. Had the Dutch been able to maintain
their position in Formosa the island might well have been spared
three centuries of suffering and turmoil and become under the
Dominion of the Netherlands as successful and as well governed
as the Dutch Indies. But the Chinese, having undermined
Dutch influence amongst the aborigines, invaded the island in
force under the leadership of a great adventurer, Koxinga. At
his instigation the natives rose and after a period of honourable
resistance the remnants of the Dutch forces surrendered and

